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Subject:    U.S.S. FINBACK - Report of First War Patrol 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

PERIOD FROM: December 3 1942    January 26 1943   (All times Y). 
 
AREA: Operation Order 91-42 
 
PROLOGUE:  

Arrived Midway from Pearl on 24 November, 1942. Three days 
training, six days upkeep by tender force. Ready for sea December 3, 1942. 
 
PART I: NARRATIVE 
 

1. 

3-10 Dec 
42 
 
 
 
 

Underway from Midway at 1300 under surface escort for assigned  
area to 60 miles circle from Midway. Enroute, made trim dive and 
escort dropped depth charges for indoctrination.  Fired 4" and 20mm 
at target towed by escort. Training/trim dives and battle surface 
drills conducted enroute. 
 

10 Dec 42 
2249 
 

While enroute to patrol area, picked up a sound contact of a 
closing merchant at 307°r (221°t). Turned toward the contact and 
formed tracking party. 2254: Acquired SJ pips at range 20,000 yds, 
continued to track with est. course 341°, est. speed 7 knots. 2300: 
Increased own speed to 18 knots and resumed our original course of 
275° to get into an approach position. 2317: Changed course to 242° 
for an intercept course and soon caught sight of the target 
freighter's stack in the moon's reflection at 308°r. Called for 
battle stations and dove to periscope depth after one final reading 
from the SJ: range, 8,200 yards, 307°r.  Continued beneath the 
surface for 17 minutes, and conducted a range check through the 
periscope at 2334, revealing a change of course and speed of the 
contact to 349°, 12 knots, 3,000 yards away. Quickly input new data 
into the TDC to track for a new solution for the contact, now 
identified as HAKUSIKA MARU of 8,000 tons. 2338: With a 0° gyro 
angle, fired three Mk14's at 1,450 yards distance with magnetic 
exploders, six seconds apart. Two torpedos prematurely detonated 32 
and 37 seconds after firing, alerting the target to turn on their 
search lights, however, the third torpedo ran true and impacted 
just aft of the stack, causing massive explosions and engulfing her 
in flame. She developed a significant list to stern and quickly 
sank at 2341, after which we surfaced and continued enroute to our 
assigned area. 
 

12 Dec 42 
0436 

Entered patrol area along Home Islands-Luzon Strait lanes. 
Patrolled on the surface to make best use of SJ. 
 

14 Dec 42 
0932 
 

Picked up sound contact of a closing merchant at 293°r (267°t). 
Assembled tracking party and turned toward her to close range. 
Contact seemed to be moving from port to starboard on hydrophone, 
but was hard to discern, as screw sounds were quite faint. Followed 
along a 293° course until we began getting SJ pips, enabling us to 
gather herspeed at 7 knots and estimated her at a mean course of 
038°. 0940: Returned to our previous course of 330° and continued 
on the surface on three engine speed to outrun her. 1004: Masts 
sighted at 305°r, got a final SJ reading of 11,000 yards range,  
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2. 

14 Dec 42 
(cont.) 

7 knots, at a 15° AOB, and submerged to periscope depth. Once 
submerged, data was input to the TDC as we moved at 1 knot toward 
an attack point. 1048: Verified course and speed of target as 
maintained, now identified as a possible MOMOYAMA MARU freighter of 
4,000 gross tons. At a range of 1,420 yards and a 0° gyro angle 
with a 62° AOB, fired three shot spread of Mk14’s. First was set 
with a magnetic exploder, the other two with a contact exploder. 
Based on reports of faulty depth keeping, depth for those torpedoes 
set with contact exploders was set shallow. After a run of 35 
seconds, number one torpedo prematurely detonated, alerting the 
target’s crew, however, the second and third impacted at points of 
aim after a 55 second run. Near-simultaneous impacts caused the 
MARU’s bow to split amidships with an intense explosion, sinking 
her at 1052. Large flotsam left on the surface, surrounded by 
fuel-oil set ablaze by the blast. Surfaced and resumed patrol on 
the surface. 
 

17-25 Dec 
42 
 

Received orders adjusting our patrol to the south east to patrol 
along the Home Islands-Peleliu shipping lanes. Patrolled in long 
north to south legs along the long axis of our sector. No air or 
sea contacts found. Periodic dives for sound and trim conducted 
daily. 
 

25-29 Dec 
42 
 

Received orders back toward original patrol area, setting up a 
patrol line along the Home Islands-Luzon Strait shipping lanes. 
Patrolled in northeast to southwest legs as before. No air or sea 
contacts found. Periodic dives for sound and trim conducted daily.  
 

29 Dec 42 
2317 

Received new orders to continue patrolling the Home Islands-Luzon 
Strait shipping lanes further to the south west, 215 nmi south west 
of Okinawa. 
 

1 Jan 43 
0000 

“Happy New Year” message received from ComSubPac. 
 

1112  Arrived patrol area off Okinawa. Periodic dives for sound and trim 
conducted. 
 

3 Jan 43 
0827 
 

Acquired sound contact of a merchant seemingly moving away at 312°r 
(150°t). Called for tracking party and turned toward to close 
range. After determining the target was moving north east, changed 
our course to 090 at full speed to complete an end-around. 0847: 
Picked up SJ pips at 16,800 yards, at 071°r (160°t), and tracked 
her to a calculated course of 058° at 7 knots. Continued along at 
090°, full speed until 0936, at which time changed course to 238°, 
reciprocal to the target’s course track. 0950: Sighted masts at 
357°r, SJ ranged at 8450 yards, and dove to periscope depth at 
battle stations. 1001: Checked target’s course and speed against 
TDC, and slowed to 1 knot, while turning due north to set up for a 
ster shot. 1017: Fired a three shot spread at the target, now  
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3. 

3 Jan 43 
(cont.) 

identified as a possible RYUNN MARU freighter of 6,000 tons at a 
range of 2100 yards, 75° AOB. First two torpedoes impacted as duds 
(impact exploders), while the third impacted amidships on her port 
side at 1:27 after firing. Immediately followed up with a snap-shot 
from tube 10, detonating just forward of the first impact. 1020: 
Turned due south to follow-up with a deck gun volley as the RYUNN 
began to list to port while attempting a zig. Battle surfaced and 
fired three HE 4 inch shells into her, forcing her to capsize and 
sink at 1027. Continued patrol on the surface. 
 

5 Jan 43 
1017 

Plane spotted, heading northeast. Dove and tracked on periscope. 
  

1117  Plane spotted, heading southeast. Dove and tracked on periscope. 
Possible this plane is the same from an hour prior, returning from 
patrol. 
 

7 Jan 43 
0418 

Changed course for Luzon Straits near “Convoy College”.  
 

1932  Arrived area; began patrol submerged and surfaced at slow speed. 
 

11 Jan 43 
0630 

Moved to intercept and close with a radio contact (merchant moving 
NNE at 8 knots from 18°N, 119°E). 
 

12 Jan 43 
0133 
 

Acquired sound contact of a very distant merchant at 025°r (165°t). 
Assembled tracking party and turned toward the contact to close. 
Tracking party determined the contact to be moving NNE, between 7 & 
10 knots based on screw noises. 0206: Received first SJ pips at 
004°r (146°t) at 15,800 yards, and tracked her calculated course 
and speed to be 037° at 9 knots. 0213: Changed course to 090°, then 
to 060° to close with the contact on four engines. 0222: Caught 
visual of contact’s masts at 060°R and changed course to 037° to 
run parallel to her track. 0302: Dove to periscope depth and 
changed course to 219° to run perpendicular to her course on her 
starboard side, as the wind had picked up, making a port side shot 
difficult in the spray, however, the scope was now in danger of 
reflecting the moonlight. We mitigated this and the swell’s 
endangering our tower from peaking by adjusting our depth by five 
feet and further limiting scope exposure. 0311: Adjusted course to 
275° and dropped to 1 knot, and identified the target as a TAIHOSAN 
MARU class freighter of 1,800 tons. 0323: Fired two Mk14’s at 1° 
gyro, 884 yards, at a 48° AOB. Both were set shallow and with 
contact exploders, and impacted 30 seconds after firing. Target 
erupted into flames and sank 1:23 after impacts, after which, 
surfaced the boat and resumed patrol. 
 

0502 
 

While heading west from our last attack point, sound began 
receiving screw noises at 008°r (273°t). As we were still at 
battlestations and conducting an after actions review of the 
previous engagement, the tracking party quickly got to work as we  
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4. 

12 Jan 43 
(cont.) 

turned toward her, establishing the contact to be quickly moving 
southeast. 0508: Changed course to 190° to outrun her on four 
engines. 0512: Received first SJ pips at 050°r (270°t) at a range 
of 17,000 yards, and soon was able to calculate her course and 
speed at 145° at 12 knots, and continued our speed-run toward an 
attack point. 0531: Lookouts sighted masts at 095°, 10,700 yards 
out; continued to track as we closed. 0539: Dove to periscope depth 
after getting one final SJ reading at a range of 7,450 yards. 
Slowed the boat to one knot and turned to 252° for a normal 
approach course to the target, now identified by her superstructure 
as a possible KASAGISAN MARU of a registered 2,420 tons. 0557: 
Fired two Mk14’s at 0° gyro, 60° AOB, at a range of 2,116 yards 
indicated on the TDC. After a 1:27 run, one torpedo hit as a dud, 
while the other smacked into her port side, just forward of her 
stern, causing large fires and a list to stern, which increased as 
she evaded in a zig to starboard. 0559: Followed up with a snap 
shot at the evading MARU. Torpedo passed in front of the target as 
her speed had changed significantly due to damage. As she was 
crippled, but not dead in the water, we gave chase submerged until 
we had closed to within 1,000 yards of her. 0617: Battle surfaced 
and fired seven four-inch shells at the hulk, bringing her down at 
0620. Special commendation was given to the gun crew, as they 
performed valiantly under fire from the MARU’s AA guns in rolling 
seas and hard wind. Resumed patrol on the surface.  
 

13-14 Jan 
43 
 

Began transit back through the Luzon Strait with extra lookouts 
topside per shift. 
 

14 Jan 43 
1657 

Sound acquired faint screw noises at 050r (097t). Turned toward the 
contact to close while the tracking party was assembled. Gave chase 
on four engines, making periodic stops to reacquire her on sound. 
1816: Began receiving SJ pips at 000r, (105t), range 17,500 yards, 
and continued to track. 1819: Was able to discern her course and 
speed to be 106 at 8 knots, calculated, and began a high-speed 
end-around to her port side, with plans to stay outside a five 
nautical mile radius from the contact to reduce the possibility of 
being spotted. 1838: Caught sight of her stack and masts at 050r 
(128t), 12,400 yards (verified with SJ). 2005: Completed our 
speed-run and turned to 130 at full speed to cut toward the 
contact, now only faintly audible on hydrophones. 2015: Sound 
picked up screws moving past 160r and tracked momentarily toward 
the west. Noted for later possible engagement (refer to next 
entry). 2022: Reacquired her on SJ and verified her course and 
speed as true with no changes. Soon, changed course to 250 and 
dropped speed to 2/3 speed, an quickly got visual of her, enabling 
us to identify her as a possible XXXXX MARU. 2030: Compiled last 
data and readings and dove to periscope depth, and turned to 
starboard to set up a stern shot to facilitate a quick follow-on 
engagement with the second contact. 2111: At 2,530 yards, 16 gyro 
angle, and 46 AOB, fired four Mk14’s. The first impacted at 1:29, 
the next two hit as duds, while the fourth snapped off her bow. We 
observed her for a few minutes,determining she was dead in the 
water with no engine or screw sounds, and debated turning to for a 
bow shot, however, a massive detonation in her stern lifted her out 
of the water and engulfed her in flames, leading to her sinking at  
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5. 

14 Jan 43 
(cont.) 

2119. Set course for a surface run at 285 to chase down the second 
contact. 
 

2120  Acquired and began tracking the second contact on SJ as we sighted 
the top of her masts at 085r (010t) at 17,700 yards (verified by 
SJ). Crew was astonished she didn’t change course or speed, or even 
commence evasive zigs, as the exploding XXXXX MARU would have 
surely been seen, at the very least its smoke plume. 2122: 
Established her calculated course and speed at 275 at nine knots. 
Continued on-course. 2201: Turned to 343 to close on her course 
line, maintaining at least SJ contact until 2219, when a course 
change reciprocal to the contact was ordered to close range. 2124: 
Dove to periscope depth after gathering final surface data, and 
identified contact as a medium tanker, possibly a BUZYUN MARU of 
4,800 tons. While submerged, repositioned to open range for 
engagement. 2243: Fired four Mk14’s at  1,000 yards, 15 gyro angle, 
and 37 AOB. The first two hit as duds, the third and fourth 
impacted her port side, setting fires on her topside. As she kept 
steaming, snap-shot our last torpedo, hitting her amidships, 
causing a massive eruption. She sank by her bow at 2246. 
 

2247  Set course for Midway on two engines, out of torpedoes and fuel 
less than half. 
 

15 Jan 43 
0016 

Dove to avoid plane picked up on SD. Not seen, though we surmised 
it was heading southeast to investigate the events a few hours 
prior. Continued submerged to avoid detection. 
 

0400  Surfaced. Resumed course back to Midway 
 

26 Jan 43 
0925 

Arrived Midway 
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PART II:      WEATHER 
 
1. Enjoyed clear weather nearly the entirety of the patrol on station. Wind 
and choppy seas were present from 10 Jan 43 on. Encountered storms and thick 
fog, limiting visibility to under a mile from 20 Jan - 25 Jan. Enjoyed clear 
calm weather the rest of the trip back to Midway 
 
 
PART III:     TIDAL INFORMATION 
 
1. Patrol not conducted near tidal zones. Nothing to report. 
 
 
PART VI:       NAVIGATIONAL AIDS 
 
1. Sofu Gan used enroute to station to calibrate navigation and radio 
equipment.   
 
2. Celestial fixes used for entirety of patrol. 
 
 
PART V:       CONTACTS 
 
See tabulated lists appended. 
 

 
PART VI - AIRCRAFT 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. 

 
No. 

Time 
Date 

Lat 
Long 

 
Type 

Est. 
Range 

 
Alt 

 
Course 

 
Remarks 

1.  1017 
5Jan43 

22°-46’N 
124°-6’E 

H8K   7 miles  15  030°  Patrolling near 
Okinawa.  

2.  1107 
5Jan43 

22°-49’N 
124°-4’E 

  “  8 miles  15  200°  Possible same patrol 
plane sighted 
previously. 

3.  0016 
15Jan43 

21°-445’N 
122°-7’E 

unk.  7 miles  15  SE  Not seen in darkness. 
Dove to avoid. 
Suspect it was 
responder to attacks 
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PART V 
 

 
 
PART VI:     ENEMY A/S MEASURES 
 
1. No contact with enemy Naval forces. No A/S measures encountered. 
 
 
PART VII:    ENEMY MINE SWEEPING 
 
1. None encountered. 
 
 
 
 
 

7. 

Time 
Date 

 
Location 

 
Type 

Initial 
Range 

Est. 
Course 

Est. 
Speed 

 
Description 

2249 
10Dec42 

29°-43’N 
141°-3’E 

Freighter  10,000  var.  var.  HAKUSIKA MARU, 8,000 
tons. Hit with one 
torpedo (two 
premature). 

0932 
14Dec42 

26°-56’N 
131°-3’E 

Freighter  11,000  038°  7 kts  Similar to MOMOYAMA 
MARU, 4,000 tons. Hit 
with two torpedoes 
(one premature) 

0950 
3Jan43 

23°-6’N 
125°-20’E 

Freighter  8,450  058°  7 kts  RYUNN MARU, 6,000 
tons. Hit with two 
torpedoes  
(two duds), three 4” 
shells. 

0133 
12Jan43 

20°-49’N 
120°-56’E 

Freighter  8,000  037°  9 kts  TAIHOSAN MARU small 
freighter, 1,800 
tons. Hit with two 
torpedoes.  

0531 
12Jan43 

21°-01’N 
120°-30’E 

Freighter  10,700  145°  12 kts  Similar to KASAGISAN 
MARU, 2,400 tons. Hit 
with one torpedoes  
(one dud, one miss), 
seven 4” shells. 

1838 
14Jan43 

21°-36’N 
122°-15’E 

Freighter  12,400  106°  8 kts  Similar to HAKUSIKA 
MARU, 8,000 tons. Hit 
with two torpedoes 
(two duds). 

2120 
14Jan43 

21°-445’N 
122°-5’E 

Freighter  13,000  275°  9 kts  Medium Tanker, 4,800 
tons. Hit with three 
torpedoes (two duds). 
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PART VIII:   MAJOR DEFECTS 
 
1. The Mk14 torpedo, as referenced in countless other reports, was 
our only major defect. Out of all 24 torpedoes fired, 13 hit and 
detonated (all modified contact exploders, by order), one missed 
(evading target), three prematurely detonated (all magnetic exploders), 
and seven duds (unknown reason). Until the Bureau of Ordnance (BuOrd) 
addresses these fundamental issues, the entire submarine force’s 
capabilities will be diluted.  
 
 
PART IX:     RADIO RECEPTION 
 
1. Good to excellent. maintained (to the maximum extent possible) 
radio silence in patrol areas to reduce probability of interception and 
triangulation. 
 
PART X:      SOUND CONDITIONS 
 
1. Water density and low water temperature favorable for receiving 
distant contacts throughout patrol. Wind and high seas caused the only 
interference from 10 Jan 43 to the end of the patrol, however, this 
effect was negligible and mitigated. 
 
 
PART XI:     HEALTH AND HABITABILITY 
 
1. Good. Low air temperatures and water temperatures, coupled with 
favorable weather made life aboard more tolerable. 
 
 
PART XII:    DISTANCES TRAVELED 
 
1. Miles steamed enroute to station - - - - - - - - 3,346 miles 
 
2. Miles steamed in patrol station  - - - - - - - - 6,286 miles 
 
3. Miles steamed from station - - - - - - - - - - - 3,987 miles 
 
4. Fuel expended  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 32,600 gallons 
 
 
 
PART XIII:   FACTORS OF ENDURANCE REMAINING 
 
Torpedoes Fuel Provisions Fresh Water  

 
    0      7,400        10 days  Unlimited 
 
 
 
 

8. 
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PART XIV:    GOVERNING ENDURANCE FACTOR 
 
1. The patrol was ended at the time allowed on station by the 
operations order, and all torpedoes were expended. 

9. 


